
Appendix 3 (2) – Additional Information 

Health and Care Budget Monitoring Report
At 30th September 2014

Health and Care is forecast to underspend by (£0.088m) as summarised below 
and detailed in the attached appendix.

£000
Annual 
Budget

Budget to 
date

Actual to 
30/9/14

Annual 
Forecast

Forecast 
Variance

Variance Previous 
variance

Variance 
Movement

Director 177 88 81 177 0 0.0% 0 0
Independent Sector Older Adults 65,481 32,261 32,946 64,887 -594 -0.9% -531 -63
Independent Sector Younger Adults 41,676 17,558 18,134 42,282 606 1.5% 1,359 -753
Other Services 11,612 7,114 7,242 10,285 -1,327 -11.4% 93 -1,419
Cumbria Care 41,671 20,828 19,724 41,750 79 0.2% -438 517
Personal Contributions -43,907 -17,223 -16,512 -42,332 1,575 -3.6% 330 1,245
Health and Wellbeing 4,828 2,102 -2,223 4,400 -428 -8.9% -292 -136
Capital Charges 1,213 0 1,356 1,213 0 0.0% 0 0
Total 122,751 62,728 60,748 122,663 -88 -0.1% 521 -609

Overview

The forecast position shows a marginal underspend against budget. There is 
however an emerging pressure materialising with regards to personal 
contributions (income) as detailed below. Service Managers have plans in place 
to reduce expenditure by £1.500m and this has been included in the forecast out-
turn. Should these additional savings not be made there will be a corresponding 
increase in the forecast out-turn figure.

Virement Requests

Cabinet is asked to approve the following virements within the Health and Care 
Services budgets to reflect changes in reporting structure from a ‘client type’ 
structure and a ‘Primary Support Reason’ structure and also as a response to 
known budget pressures.

Presentational Virements
 Primary Support Reason (PSR).  As for the request at Q1 Social Care is 

subject to a new reporting structure in 2014/15, the use of which is 
evolving as practitioners carry out more assessments and identify the 
primary support reason for packages of Care.  This virement ensure the 
budget reflects the expected spend position following those reviews. The 
total overall Budget for Health and Care services is not affected. 

Budget Lines – 
£0.285m transfer from Older Adults Physical to Older Adults Memory
£0.280m transfer from Older Adults Physical to Older Adults Sensory
£0.051m transfer from Older Adults Mental to Older Adults Memory
£0.045m transfer from Older Adults Mental to Older Adults Learning
£0.050m transfer from Younger Adults Learning to Younger Sensory



£0.018m from Younger Adults Learning to Younger Adults Physical

Centralisation and Consolidation of Budgets – Virements 
 Consolidation of Customer Support and Business Support (£0.166m).  

These functions have been consolidated in lieu of restructuring 
management within Health and Care.

Budget Lines –
£0.286m transfer from Customer Support to Commissioning,
-£0.120m transfer from Customer Support to Personal Contributions.

 Cumbria Care management (£0.228m).  This virement request re-aligns 
the internal management cost distribution within Cumbria Care following 
the centralisation of some budget lines, for example training and premises. 

Budget Lines  -
£0.228m transfer from Cumbria Care Management to Cumbria Care Older 
Adults

Budget Pressures – Virements 

 Reductions to Fees and Charges (£0.600m).  £43.675m of the £43.907m 
budgeted fees and charges comprise personal contributions to care 
packages from applying national Charging for Residential Accommodation 
Guidance and Fairer Charging Guidance.  Charges are a function of the 
volume and value of customers packages and the personal wealth of 
customers. Reductions to the volume and average personal contribution 
are forecast to result in a significant shortfall in fees and charges (see 
personal contributions variance below).  A further request of this type is 
anticipated for Q3.

Budget Lines – 
£0.600m transfer from Older Adults Physical to Personal Contributions

 Pressure on Occupational Therapy Equipment (£0.200m).  The policy to 
maintain more customers in their own homes is increasing pressure on 
this budget.  By transferring an additional £0.200m from the Independent 
Sector -Older Adults Physical Budget to the Equipment Budget within 
Other Services will ensure that this is sustainable long term. 

Budget Lines –
£0.200m transfer from Older Adults Physical to Other Services - 
Equipment



Figures included in the monitoring report and its appendices assume that 
virements above are approved to improve consistency of reporting during the 
financial year.

Independent Sector Older Adults

This budget is forecast to underspend by £0.594m.  This forecast includes 
provision for budget managers to reduce their commitments by £1.200m from the 
current position.  Practitioners are implementing ‘promoting independence 
reviews’ of existing caseload with the aim of reducing levels of dependency on 
statutory services and increasing scrutiny of requests for new cases with the 
same aim.  The introduction of brokerage pilots in two districts which separates 
the functions of assessment and support planning to ensure that resulting 
packages are objective and meet the aims of promoting independence.  
However, there is a high risk that the savings target will not be achieved during 
this financial year.

An underlying pressure on this budget has been caused by the failure of the 
Electronic Recording of Support at Home project to make savings of £1.500m 
over this and last year.  

Independent Sector Younger Adults

This budget is forecast to overspend by £0.606m.  This forecast includes 
provision for budget managers to reduce their commitments by £0.350m from the 
current position.  The focus of savings is on implementing new cost efficient 
supported living services as an alternative to higher cost residential services and 
from review of high cost packages (in excess of £0.050m p.a.) under the same 
principles as for older adults and with the additional support of Alder consultants 
who are currently advising on cost effectiveness of provision for learning 
disabilities.

Within the above figures is the LD Pooled Fund which is currently £0.400m over 
budget.

This service remains at risk from additional unplanned high cost admissions.  
There is no provision for such admissions in the forecast.

Independent Sector Other Services

This budget is forecast to underspend by £1.327m.  This balance comprises:

Use of NHS funding carried forward from 2013/14 to offset 
pressures in 2014/15

£0.645m

Additional income from Cumbria CCG in relation to prescriptions for 
Equipment

£0.200m

Funding of Care Act implementation from existing resources, grant 
income contributes to savings

£0.125m



Vacancies in frontline and back office teams £0.298m
Lower than anticipated uptake of direct payments for carers £0.059m

Cumbria Care

This budget is forecast to overspend by £0.079m, mainly against employee 
costs, the material elements are as follows.

Residential care is forecasting an overspend of £0.536m, despite average 
occupancy levels of 86% being below the targeted 95% to the end of August.  
The overspend is largely due to long term sickness cover and unfunded posts 
within a number of homes.
 
Home care is forecasting an underspend of (£0.438m) with direct contact time 
averaging at levels lower than budgeted.  61.72% to the end of August against a 
target of 67%.  

Day care attendance averaged 83% of scheduled attendance to the end of 
August resulting in a forecast underspend of (£0.155m). 

An overspend of £0.136m is forecast due to recent recruitment to new posts.

Personal Contributions

Personal contributions (income from fee payers) are forecast to overspend by 
£1.575m as a result of:

 A reduction of 1.8% to the number of residential days paid and charged for 
compared to 2013/14

 A reduction of 1.7% to the average contribution to residential care 
compared to 2013/14

 A reduction of 1.7% to the percentage of customers contributing to Direct 
Payments during 2014/15

 A reduction of 1.1% to the average contribution to Direct Payments during 
2014/15

 The end to managing direct payments on behalf of full fee payers.
  

A budget virement of £0.600m from the Independent Sector – Older Adults 
Physical budget is requested reflecting an underspend in this area that can be 
utilised  in 2014/15 to reduce the personal contributions income target. 

Health and Well-Being

This budget is forecast to underspend by (£0.428m) which is a continuation of the 
trend previously identified in Quarter 1 where the underspend was (£0.292m).  

The majority of this underspending relates to supporting people. 


